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Ahstract- Gas-phase self-assembly of nanoparticles into 

microscale patterns by spray deposition and dielectrophoresis 

is demonstrated. Fluorescent nanospheres are sprayed using 

two different modes, pneumatic spray and electrospray. 

Nanospheres are trapped using microfabricated RF electrodes 

driven by both DC and AC voltages and the resulting particle 

distributions are visualised using confocal fluorescence 

microscopy. Pneumatic spray and dielectrophoresis leads to 

sharply defined patterns at electrode edges, at the expense of 

particle clustering. In contrast, nanospray dielectrophoresis 

leads to improved particle dispersion due to charge repulsion, 

but suffers from DC focusing effects due to surface charges. 

Controlled switching between the different modes is 

demonstrated, by manipulating the charge-state of the 

nanospheres and the trapping potential. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

V
OLUME production processes are required for the 
integration of nanoparticles such as carbon nanotubes 

(CNTs) and nanowires into materials and devices with novel 
properties and functions. In monolithic patterning 
approaches, the nanoparticles are grown or fabricated in-situ 
but this approach places significant demands on process 
compatibility. In heterogeneous integration, they are pre
fabricated and guided into the desired arrangement. This 
approach offers more freedom in processing, at the cost of 

increased patterning effort. 
One possibility is self-assembly, based on field-driven 

alignment and trapping. Many physical forces have now 
been investigated, including viscous forces in gas flow [1] 
and in liquids [2, 3], optical trapping [4, 5] and magnetic 
fields [6]. In electrostatic patterning, charged objects are 
trapped by a DC potential [7-9]. In dielectrophoresis (DEP), 
dielectric particles form dipoles that are subject to a net 
force in an inhomogeneous electric field [10]. DEP has been 
explored quite extensively for nano-scale patterning, 
concentrating and sorting, using both DC and AC fields [11-
17]. AC dielectrophoresis offers considerably more freedom 
than either Coulomb forces or DC dielectrophoresis. The 
force is in both sign and magnitude a function of the particle 
size and orientation, its dielectric properties, and the 
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frequency and strength of the applied field, allowing 
considerable potential for separation and sorting. 

In most of the examples above, the nanoparticles were 
held in suspension. Scavenging from the gas phase, 
generated by a spray system, has several advantages: a 
significant reduction in viscous force, and a consequent 
increase in trapping speed, the ability to direct the spray, and 
the yield of a dry product. Electrospray is a standard method 
of nanoparticle deposition [18, 19]. However, spray-based 
patterning has been largely ignored. Direct writing has been 
carried out by substrate translation [20], and stencil 
patterning has been achieved using apertures [21] and 
attractive DC forces [22]. 

Here we investigate gas-phase trapping. We compare 
different combinations of pneumatic and electro spray with 
dielectrophoresis for the patterned deposition of fluorescent 
nanospheres, and evaluate the effect of DC charge. We show 
that there is competition between the effects of viscous drag, 
Coulomb force, and both DC and AC dielectrophoretic 
forces. Section II introduces the concepts involved, and 
Section III presents a theoretical model of the most 
successful trap type investigated, a micro fabricated 
microstrip. Section IV describes the experimental method 
and result and demonstrates controlled manipulation of the 
trapping mode. Section V presents conclusions. 

II. SPRAYING AND TRAPPING MODES 

We have explored two methods for spray generation: 
pneumatic spray and electro spray. In pneumatic spray, 
droplets formed at the end of a narrow capillary are atomised 
by a coaxial gas flow. The gas promotes solvent evaporation, 
leaving suspended nanoparticles to be transported by viscous 
drag, together with residual solvent droplets. The spray 
humidity is a function of the distance from the spray origin, 
and can be reduced by heating the gas. Since the particles 
are uncharged, they will be forced together by surface 
tension during evaporation. Large dielectric clusters may 
easily be trapped using both DC and AC DEP forces. 

In electro spray, a co-axial nebuliser is again used. 
However, the spray is primarily generated using a DC field 
from a voltage VD (typically, several kV) applied between 
the solution and a nearby electrode. Three phases can be 
distinguished: formation of a Taylor cone from the meniscus 
at the capillary tip, extrusion of a jet, and separation of the 
jet into a plume due to Coulomb repulsion. Solvent 
evaporation again takes place in the plume, leaving a 
mixture of ions in the flow. In nanospray, a small-diameter 
(10-50 /-lm ID) capillary is used to reduce the extraction 
voltage to around 1 kV, without a significant reduction in the 



ion density [23]. Nanoparticles may also be carried in the 
spray. Since they are now charged, electrostatic repulsion 
allows a much finer dispersion, but leads to other effects that 
complicate trapping. 

Trapping is achieved by placing electrodes provided with 
appropriate AC and DC potentials in the spray path. Fig. 1 
shows example geometries, together with sketches of their 
equipotentials on a 2D plane. The simplest is a pair of 
coplanar electrodes on an insulating layer as shown in Fig. 
la. In this case, the electric field forms two concentrations, 
one at each electrode tip, which provides two DEP trapping 
foci. Fig. 1 b shows an alternative arrangement consisting of 
a conducting strip above a ground plane. For a dielectric 
interlayer with a relative permittivity close to unity, this 
arrangement is equivalent to a conducting strip spaced at 
approximately twice the distance from a second virtual strip 
electrode. In this case, four DEP foci are formed, one at each 
electrode edge; however, only the real foci are important. 
This configuration has the advantage of reduced sensitivity 
to dielectric breakdown, especially in a humid spray. 
Consequently, much of the remainder of the paper is focused 
on this geometry. However, exposed dielectric may alter 
behaviour if the nanospheres are charged. 

Electrode 

a) -VIZ 

Virtual 
electrode 

Fig. 1. Geometries for microfabricated traps and sketches of their associated 
equipotentials: a) coplanar, and b) microstrip. 

Each configuration may be used with either pneumatic or 
electro spray sources, with an AC potential applied using a 
signal generator via a step-up transformer. However, for 
electro spray, DC potentials must also be controlled. Fig. 2 
shows an example arrangement for a microstrip trap, in 
which voltages V D1 and V D2 are used to generate the spray 
and apply a bias to the trap, respectively. The voltage 
dropped across resistors RE and Rc can be used to monitor 
ion emission and ion collection. 
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Fig. 2. Arrangement for nanospray-dielectrophoresis. 

III. THEORETICAL MODEL 

Dielectrophoretic scavenging of neutral particles from a 
gas flow involves a combination of physical effects: inertial 
and gravitational forces, drag forces due to the gas, and DEP 
forces in the trapping area. Inertial and gravitational forces 
can be ignored at the nano size scale. The drag force is 

responsible for transportation, and the particles will typically 
be carried towards and along the trapping surface. When 
particles are sufficiently close to a trap and moving slowly 
enough, they will be guided towards it by the 
dielectrophoretic force, which may be both DC or AC. 
Closely separated particles that are uncharged but polarised 
may also form pearl chains. 

In nanospray-dielectrophoresis, there will be additional 
Coulomb forces. For example, there will be a space charge 
within the plume, which may prevent chain formation. The 
charges of any ions landing on the trapping electrodes will 
be conducted away. However, micro fabricated traps will 
typically be fabricated on a dielectric, which will charge and 
then generate a repulsive force for subsequent ions. Surface 
charging will therefore continue only until equilibrium 
preventing further accumulation is achieved. Non-uniform 
flux will then give rise to DC dielectrophoresis even if no 
DC voltage is present. Finally, if charged particles are 
sufficiently close to a substrate, image fields will be 
generated, resulting in additional attractive forces. However, 
these are short-range. 

We have developed an independent-particle model, in 
which trajectories are determined by solving Newton"s 
equation for drag, DEP and electrostatic forces. The first can 
be determined using the flow of an ideal fluid, while the 
second and third can be found by solving the Laplace 
equation, with fixed electrode potentials. Equilibrium 
surface charges are also described by fixed potentials. 
Complexity is further reduced by restriction to two 
dimensions. In this simplified approach, the equation of 
motion for an independent particle (assumed spherical) is: 

(1) 
Here .En is the viscous drag force given by Stokes" law: 

.En = -61tT] R(y - TIM) 

(2) 
Here y is the particle velocity, TIM is the velocity of the 

background medium, R is the particle radius and T] is the 
viscosity. The background flow may be modelled by 
assuming that the gas is an ideal fluid. In this case, for a flow 
impinging from the -ve x direction, the velocity distribution 
TIM on the (x, y) plane can be determined from the stream 

function \jiM, using the relations UMx = -J\jIMlay and UMy = 

J\jIMlax. For irrotational flow, the stream function satisfies 
Laplace"s equation V2\j1M = 0 and contours of constant \jiM 
are streamlines. For a flow impinging normally on a plate 
perpendicular to the x-axis, the boundary conditions are UMx 
= 0 on x = 0 (the plate), and UMy = 0 for large, negative x and 
small y. A suitable stream function is \jiM = Axy, where A is 
a constant, giving UMx = -Ax and UMy = +Ay. 

Similarly, Es is the electrostatic force, given by: 

(3) 



Here gs is the static electric field and q is the charge on 
the particle. The static field is determined as g = -V' �s, 

where �s is the solution of Laplace"s equation V'2�S = 0 for a 
system of fixed electrode potentials. For thick electrodes and 
dielectric substrates, Laplace"s equation must generally be 
solved numerically (for example, by over-relaxation). 

The DEP force has two components, a DC component foc 
resulting from any time-independent field non-uniformity 
and an AC component EAc resulting from time-varying 
inhomogeneous fields. Both components can be described 
by the same expression (again, for a spherical particle): 

(4) 
Here g is the electric field, taken as either fu (for static 

fields) or �ms (for AC fields). Similarly, fCM(ffi) is the 
Clausius-Mosotti factor, to be evaluated at DC for a static 
field and a specific angular frequency ffi for an AC field, and 
is given by: 

(5) 
Here 8S and 8M are the complex dielectric constants of the 

sphere and the surrounding medium respectively. In the 
quasi-static approximation, the field grms may again be 
determined by solving Laplace"s equation numerically for a 
different set of surface potentials representing the AC 
electric field amplitudes. Combination of Equations 1-5 then 
leads to the trajectory equation: 

Here the coefficients ks, koc and kAc are given by: 

ks = q/61tY]R 
koc = (R28M/3Y]) Re[fcM(O)] 
kAc = (R28M/3Y]) Re[fcM(ffi)] 

(6) 

(7) 
The presence of Y] in the denominator of all coefficients 

implies that trapping from a gas is likely to be much faster 
than from a liquid, although the resulting trajectories are 
likely to be similar. Since!! = <!r/dt, where 1" is the position 
vector and t is time, we may then obtain: 

dx/dt = UMx + ksgsx+ kDcolgsI2/ox + kAColgrmsl2/ox 

dy/dt = UMy + ksfuy+ kocolfuI2/oy + kACol�msI2/oy 
dy/dx = uylux 

(8) 
Equations 8 may then be integrated numerically from 

given starting conditions. Clearly, if there are no fields, 
dy/dx = UMylUMx and the trajectories follow the gas 
streamlines. Fields then modify the trajectories. The result 
will depend strongly on the exact system parameters. In 
detail these include nanoparticle properties (dielectric 
constant, radius, charge), gas properties (viscosity, dielectric 

constant) and operational parameters (gas flow velocity, 
electric field defmition). More generally the relative 
significance of different effects depends mainly on the field 
and coefficient magnitudes. The various regimes may 
therefore be illustrated by assuming electrode potentials as 
either ±l V as required and varying the k-values. 

Fig. 3 shows results of numerical solutions to Equations 8. 
We assumed a microstrip trap of width 10 11m separated 
from a ground plane by a 20 11m thick air-gap, and that 
electric fields are derived from voltages of plus or minus 
unity for both DC and AC potentials. Results are plotted 
over a range from -50 11m to +50 11m around the trap. 

Fig. 3. a) Equipotentials (LH) and trapping potentials (RH) for DC fields; 
and trajectories during DC charge repulsion, for increasing values of b) ks; 

c) kDC and d) kAC• 
Fig. 3a shows the equipotentials (LH) and normalised 

trapping potential (RR) due to uniform DC charging of areas 
outside the electrode surface, assuming the electrodes 
themselves are grounded. These are derived from the real 
potentials and a set of "image" potentials. The trapping 
potential has four foci, two real and two virtual. Fig. 3 b 
shows particle trajectories for different values of ks, 
increasing over two orders of magnitude, superimposed on 
the DC equipotentials. For small ks, the flow stream 
approaches the trapping plane and then diverges. However 
as koc rises, two effects can be seen. Off-axis trajectories are 



repelled from the DC potential barrier created by the charged 
surfaces, while on-axis trajectories are forced towards the 
centre of the trapping electrode. The fIrst phenomenon 
should result in a reduction in random surface decoration, 
while the second phenomenon leads to charge heaping. 
Similar effects are observed when the strip electrode is held 
at an attractive potential designed to mimic DC trapping. 

Fig. 3c show similar trajectories for a fIxed value of ks but 
different values of koc, superimposed on contours of 
normalised DC trapping potential. For small koc, charge 
repulsion and heaping occur as before. However, as koc 
rises, nanoparticles previously forced towards the electrode 
centre are now trapped by DC dielectrophoresis at the 
electrode edge. However, since kDC is strictly proportional to 
ks, we might expect the effect to be small. Conversely, since 
kAC is an independent variable, we might expect much larger 
AC trapping effects. Fig. 3d shows similar trajectories for a 
fIxed value of ks but different values of kAc, now 
superimposed on contours of normalised AC trapping 
potential. For small kAC, charge repulsion and charge 
heaping occur as before. However, as kAc rises, 
nanoparticles are increasingly trapped by AC 
dielectrophoresis. This result shows that AC trapping can 
also ovecome the joint effects of charge repulsion and 
charge heaping when the voltage is large enough. 

We may summarize these results as follows. Trapping is 
determined from a balance of the forces involved. For 
neutral particles, particles are either trapped or not, 
depending on the gas flow rate and the starting condition. 
Particles starting strongly off-axis in a relatively strong gas 
flow are not trapped, and trapping probability is increased 
towards the centre of weaker flows. The trajectories of 
trapped particles end at electrode edges where the trapping 
foci are located. However, for charged particles, some 
trajectories are forced away from these foci towards the 
electrode centres, due to surface charge repulsion. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

A Perspex experimental rig was developed that allows 
fluorescent nanoparticles to be sprayed perpendicularly onto 
a microfabricated chip carrying patterned electrodes as 
shown in Fig. 4. The set-up allows both pneumatic spray and 
nanospray. Liquid flow was generated using a 
programmable syringe pump (KD ScientifIc lOO series) with 
a glass syringe (Hamilton 250 f.!L), which continuously 
delivers spray solution at low flow rates to a nanospray 
capillary (New Objective SilicaTipsTM

, proximal metal 
coating, 30 f.!m ID). A 1 mm ID co-axial nebulizer was used 
to provide a continuous flow of N z from a gas cylinder. The 
gas was heated using an electrical heater leading to nebulizer 

gas temperatures of"" 30°C. 
For electrospray, a thin photoetched stainless steel 

electrode with a circular aperture (800 f.!m diameter) was 
placed at a short distance (100 - 150 f.!m) from the capillary 
tip. A high voltage DC power supply (HP 6515A) generated 
the voltage between the tip and the counter-electrode, and a 

low-voltage PSU was used to control the DC potential of the 
trap. An electrometer (Keithley 6517) was used to monitor 
the spray, by measuring the voltage across a current-limiting 
resistor. The DC voltage was in 1.0 - 1.4 kV, the solution 
was supplied with a flow rate of 12 - 15 f.!L!hr, and the 
nebuliser gas flow rate was tuned to achieve a stable spray. 
The trapping electrodes were at a distance of 1 - 1.5 cm, and 
spraying was carried out for 2-4 minutes. For pneumatic 
spraying, the counter-electrode and the DC power supplies 
and monitors were simply removed, so that an aerosol was 
generated directly. Larger gas flow rates were required to 
achieve atomization, and the trapping electrodes could then 
be placed at a larger distance (2 - 4 cm) from the capillary. 

Slide 

Fig. 4. Arrangement and realisation of experimental rig. 

The trapping system was a chip with different planar 
electrode confIgurations, as shown in Fig. 5. The fIngers 
were connected to bus bars to connect all electrode pairs to 
the drive voltage. The fIngers and bus bars are 20 f.!m and 50 
f.!m wide, respectively, and the electrode gaps are 20 f.!m. 
The chip was fabricated on a <100> Si wafer, with a 20 f.!m 
thick SiOz insulation layer and Crl Au electrodes. 

Fig. 5. Detail of the trapping electrodes. 

DC voltages were generated using a low voltage PSU, and 
AC voltages using a signal generator (Thandar TG1010) and 
a step-up transformer, reaching maximum voltages of 300 V 
p-p at 10 kHz. In-plane traps were realised by connecting to 
opposing electrode sets. Microstrip traps were realised by 
connecting all surface electrodes to a common potential and 
connecting with silver-loaded epoxy to the Si substrate, 
which then provided a ground plane. However, some 
distortion of the AC signal was observed in this mode, 
presumably due to diode behaviour at the silicon contact. 



The nanoparticles were 50 nm diameter fluorescent 
spheres (Sigma Aldrich L0780, amine-modified polystyrene) 
with excitation and emission wavelengths of Aex �360 run 

and Aem �420 run, respectively. The nanospheres were 
dispersed in a solvent consisting of 75% DI water, 20% 
methanol and 5% acetic acid to increase the conductivity. 
Solution preparation involved addition of a small additional 
amount « 1%) of surfactant and sonication for at least 15 
minutes. Cone-jet formation was observed using an optical 
microscope, and stable spraying was achieved at 0.05 - 0.1 
vol. % concentration of nanospheres, as shown in Fig. 6. 

Fig. 6. Nanospray capillary tip during electrospray. 

Examination of the deposited patterns was carried out 
with a confocal fluorescence microscope (Leica SP5) 
equipped with an Ar+ laser for visible imaging and a 
tuneable multi-photon laser (Spectra-Physics Mai Tai® 

Ti:sapphire) for fluorescence imaging, as shown in Fig. 7. 
The combination allows optical images of the electrode 
system and the fluorescent nanosphere patterns to be 
acquired separately and subsequently overlaid. 

Fig. 7. Confocal fluorescence microscope. 

Several different experiments were carried out. Both 
pneumatic and electrospraying modes were used, DC and 
AC voltages were applied to the electrodes, and in-plane and 
microstrip electrodes were investigated. In-plane electrodes 
were generally damaged by a plasma discharge, as shown in 
Fig. 8. Microstrip electrodes routinely gave more successful 
results, especially with careful dehydration of the spray. 

Fig. 9a shows a uniform surface decoration obtained 
while pneumatically spraying onto a microstrip trap without 
an applied voltage. This figure demonstrates the relatively 
uniform coating obtained without a trapping field. Fig. 9b 
shows the corresponding pattern obtained during 

electrospray with a simple DC attractive potential. Here the 
decoration approximately follows the electrode shapes, but 
charge heaping has forced the nanospheres to lie within the 
electrode areas. There is little edge decoration, suggesting 
that DC dielectrophoretic effects are indeed relatively 
unimportant. A subsidiary effect of surface charging is to 
reduce contamination of the dielectric areas. 

Fig. 8. SEM photo of plasma discharge effects with in-plane electrodes. 

Fig. 9c shows the corresponding result obtained during 
electrospray with an AC trapping voltage. The results are 
generally similar to Fig. 9b. However, an additional edge 
decoration has clearly been induced by AC 
dielectrophoresis, and a thin nanosphere pattern can now be 
seen, following the electrode outline. Finally, Fig. 9d shows 
the result achieved during pneumatic spray with an AC 
voltage applied. Trapping is now achieved without any 
charge heaping; only the electrode outline may be seen, and 
the main electrode areas are no longer coated. However, a 
uniform, random distribution of deposit is visible elsewhere. 
These results confirm the predictions of the analytic model, 
and demonstrate that switching between the different 
trapping modes may be achieved using careful control of the 
nanosphere charge-state and the trapping potential. 

Fig. 9. Experimental results for nanospheres sprayed onto microstrip traps; 
a) pneumatic spray, no applied voltage; b) electrospray with DC voltage; c) 

electrospray with AC voltage; d) pneumatic spray with AC voltage. 



V. CONCLUSIONS 

We have demonstrated trapping of nanoparticles from 
spray, using different combinations of pneumatic spray, 
electrospray and DC and AC trapping forces. Scavenging 
particles from a gas rather than a liquid phase has the 
advantage of reduced viscous forces, so that rapid coating 
may be achieved, the spray may be directed towards the 
trapping region, and the deposit is inherently dry. All aspects 
offer improvements in trapping performance. 

Experimental results confIrm an independent-particle 
model that includes the effect of viscous drag, DC and AC 
potentials, and their spatial variations. Both show that 
different patterning effects can be achieved using 
combinations of spraying modes and trapping fIelds. 
Trapping can be carried out from pneumatically generated 
spray and electrospray. The former has the potential for 
cleaner patterns, since it forms a deposit mainly in 
designated trapping regions. However, the latter is likely to 
generate a more uniform dispersion. DC fIelds can also trap 
charged nanoparticles. In this case, patterns generally follow 
the electrode shapes, but repulsive forces from adjacent 
surface charges lead to patterns smaller than electrode 
dimensions. AC dielectrophoresis can trap both charged and 
uncharged nanoparticles, and has the potential for higher 
resolution since the deposits follow electrode edges. 
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